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The PEUGEOT 2008, a compact SUV is a compelling proposal. Its innovative features
exude power.

The design bears the codes of the SUV segment, with added power and robustness. 
The fender flares*, the vertical front grille and overriders* protect the bodywork while 
the roof bars and wave, the rear door moulding and the spoiler add a sophisticated touch.

* Available depending on version and destination.

THE SUV
WITH MASS
APPEAL



The dynamic character of the new SUV
PEUGEOT 2008 is also epitomised by its
elegant lighting signature. Integrated into
the bodywork, the front headlamps have a
feline look with an intensely high-tech,
chrome and black mask*.

As a signature of the brand’s style, the rear
lamps feature three new, warm-coloured
claws for a very marked 3D effect. These
captivating claws surround the hatch,
which reveals a spacious and functional
boot.

ALL THE ALLURE
OF AN SUV

* Available depending on version and destination.



The PEUGEOT i-Cockpit® makes
driving a unique experience. The
streamlined driver’s position is
conducive to concentration and an
attentive drive. It invites to get behind
the wheel and enjoy all the car has to
offer. With reduced spread of the arms
and lower hand position on the
compact steering wheel, you can take
pleasure in a more agile, relaxed drive.

Hold you head up high and your eyes
on the road for a safer, less
demanding drive – all the information
you need is focused in the instrument
panel with blue LED surround. The 7”
touchscreen completes the driving
experience, offering complete control
over the various equipment.

AN SUV WITH
UNIQUE
SENSATIONS

* Standard from Active level, depending on destination.



Unique in the SUV segment, the passenger compartment
is an instant hit with its stylish trim, superlative
adjustments and high-tech ambient lighting that reveal
the superb materials. 

Comfortably seated, discover the PEUGEOT i-Cockpit®
flooded with natural light thanks to its expansive glazed
surface. The instrument panel has a blue LED surround
and you can choose between a panoramic sunroof with
light guides or a laser-cut, backlit roof panel**.

*Standard from Active level, depending on destination.
**Standard from Allure level, depending on destination.

Mirror Screen*
The Mirror Screen feature lets you use MirrorLink®(1) or Apple Carplay®(2)

compatible applications from your smartphone on the vehicle's 7"
touchscreen. For optimum legibility and safe in-car use, compatible
applications appear with a specific interface designed for driving

* Depending on the country and the trim level, this service is unavailable, available as an
option or standard.
** Only certified MirrorLink™ or Apple Carplay® applications that work either when stationary
or while driving. When driving, certain functions of the applications concerned will be
disabled. Some types of content that may be free of charge on your smartphone require paid
subscription to an equivalent certified MirrorLink™ or Apple Carplay® application. The Mirror
Screen feature operates via MirrorLink® technology for Android-run telephones, compatible
with MirrorLink® and by Apple CarplayTM for iOS-run telephones, subject to holding a
telephone subscription including internet access with the user's operator. More information on
http://www.peugeot.com/fr/technologie/services-connectes/mirrorscreen )
(1) MirrorLink® is an upgradable communication protocol developed by the Car Connectivity
Consortium, which notably involves the major car and mobile phone manufacturers as well as
application developers.
(2) Apple CarplayTM is an Apple communication protocol.

HIGH-TECH 
ELEGANCE



GRIP
CONTROL®

Versatile and flexible, Grip Control® optimises traction according
to the terrain, acting on the front wheels with ESP electronic
control. Available on engines from 100 hp, with manual or
automatic gearbox, this is combined with 16” or 17” tyres.

Grip Control® offers five driving modes. Simply turn the central
thumbwheel to select the one you want:

•Standard mode:
•  Suited to normal road conditions.
•  Low slippage rate.

•Snow mode:
•  Instantly adapts the slippage of each front wheel to the grip

conditions encountered.
•  Automatically switches to Standard mode when the car reaches

50 km/h.

•Off-road mode:
•   Suited to slippery surfaces and tracks.
•   Facilitates starting of the vehicle by transferring as much torque as

possible to the wheel with the most grip.
•   Similar action to a limited slip differential (LSD)
•   Automatically switches to Standard mode when the car reaches

80 km/h.

•Sand mode:
•   Suited to loose ground.
•   Maintains wheel spin on both driven wheels simultaneously to

enable progress.
•   Automatically switches to Standard mode when the car reaches

120 km/h.

•ESP Off mode: 
•   ESP and Grip Control® totally disconnected.
•   Manage traction autonomously up to a speed of 50 km/h.



Find upgraded equipment and improved safety on-board the
new PEUGEOT 2008:

Active City Brake*
The Active City Brake technology is a new system to help
prevent accidents or reduce their severity in the event of the
driver not taking action in urban conditions, below 30 km/h.

A short-range laser sensor (LIDAR technology) located at the
top of the windscreen detects obstacles such as a vehicle
ahead (in the same lane) moving in the same direction or at 
a stop. It can automatically trigger full power braking
(deceleration up to 10 m/s) to prevent collisions or limit the
consequences by reducing the speed of impact. Below a
speed of 15 km/h, this system can automatically bring the
vehicle to a complete standstill, preventing a collision with the
vehicle in front.

* Cost option from Active level and depending on destination.

Airbags
In the event of a collision, six standard airbags increase
occupant protection*: two frontal airbags, two front side
airbags and two front and rear curtain airbags.

ESP
All 2008s have ESP (Electronic Stability Programme) as
standard*, with ASR (Anti-Slip Regulation), DSC (dynamic
stability control), EBA (emergency brake assist), ABS (anti-lock
braking system) and EBD (electronic brakeforce distribution).

* Depending on engine and on destination.

Static intersection lighting*
With dipped or main beam, when the turn indicator is
activated or when the steering wheel is at a certain angle, this
function enables the beam of the front fog light to illuminate
the bend, when the vehicle is doing less than 40 km/h (city
driving, winding roads, junctions, parking, etc.).

* Standard from Allure level and depending on destination

Park Assist and reversing camera*
The reversing camera comes on automatically when the car is
put into reverse. The system detects hidden obstacles when
reversing and the image is displayed on the touchscreen. It
can be paired with Park Assist, an active parking aid that
detects a parking space and provides assistance getting into
and out of spaces. It automatically controls the steering and
gives the driver visual and audible feedback.
The driver manages acceleration, braking, gear changes and
the clutch (manual gearbox).

* Cost option according to version and destination.

PEUGEOT Connect SOS & Assistance
PEUGEOT opens up access to emergency calls and assistance
in Europe.0 When every minute counts, count on PEUGEOT
Connect SOS to take swift action.

Automatic emergency call: if the airbags or pyrotechnical
seatbelts are deployed, the vehicle emits an emergency call
automatically with no action required by the driver. PEUGEOT
Connect SOS* then locates the vehicle, makes telephone
contact with the occupants and alerts the necessary
emergency services. Communication can take place in the car
owner’s mother tongue.

Manual emergency call: if you are a victim or witness of a
critical situation (feeling unwell, assault), you can make a
quick call to PEUGEOT Connect SOS. Simply hold down the
SOS button near the ceiling light for three seconds.

Localised assistance: if the vehicle is immobilised, simply hold
down the PEUGEOT Lion button near the ceiling light for three
seconds to trigger a call. A voice message tells you that
PEUGEOT assistance has been called.

* The PEUGEOT Connect SOS service is available as an option, depending on
versions and destination, on a PEUGEOT 2008 fitted with the unit, subject to
acceptance at the time of order and according to the general terms of use
available in dealerships.

DRIVING AIDS



THE VERSATILE 
SUV
Grip Control®*, an adapted traction control system, acts on the
front wheels to give the 2008 even greater versatility on all
types of road surface. With its thumbwheel located on the
central console, Grip Control® can be combined with Mud &
Snow tyres to broaden the scope of the 2008.

The system is versatile and flexible, leaving the driver in control
at all times. At any time, you can rely on the intelligence of the
equipment using Standard mode or selecting one of the four
other modes via the thumbwheel, depending on road conditions:
snow, off-road, sand or ESP Off.

* Cost option from Active level, depending on destination.



Across the PEUGEOT range, the GT Line finish tops the
Access, Active and Allure levels and brings all the benefits of
a smart, sporty car.

Firmly seated on its exclusive 17” gloss black diamond-cut
Eridan wheels, the 2008 GT Line is assuredly sporty. 
The standard chrome colours on the other finish levels are
replaced with a black trim. The front grille includes Black
Chrome facets and red PEUGEOT lettering, while the rear
overrider is finished like an exhaust tailpipe. The finishing
touch is the GT Line name plates affixed onto the front wings
and the hatch.

GT LINE
SPORTY
SENSATIONS



GT LINE
ASSERTIVE SPORTINESS

The dynamic feel continues inside, as
soon as you open the doors, with
stainless steel sills bearing the
PEUGEOT logo, the aluminium pedals
and the red cord floor mats. The head-
up display is lit by an array of red
LEDs, reminiscent of the RedLine look
of the touch screen. 

Red stitching runs across the seats and
rear bench seat, door armrests, gear
stick bellows and knob, handbrake
lever and the compact full-grain
leather (1) steering wheel.

(1) Leather and other materials. *For details about the leather, please refer to the technical specifications
available from the point of sale or on www.peugeot.com



PEUGEOT
AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Engines
(available depending on destination) Gearbox

Standardised consumption  l/100 km (1)

CO2 (g/km)(1)

Urban cycle Extra urban cycle Combined

1.2L PureTech 82 BVM5 6* 4.3* 4.9* 114*

1.2L PureTech 82 S&S ETG5 5.2* 4.1* 4.5* 104*

1.2L PureTech 82 S&S BC ETG5 5** 4** 4.4** 102**

1.2L PureTech 110 S&S BVM5 5.3* 3.9* 4.4* 103*

1.2L PureTech 110 S&S BVM5 6.0* 4.1* 4.8* 108*

1.6 VTi 120 BVM5 8.2* 4.7* 6.0* 139*

1.2L PureTech 110 S&S EAT6 5.9* 4.1* 4.8* 110*

1.2L PureTech 110 S&S EAT6 6.6* 4.4* 5.2* 121*

1.6 VTi 120 Automatic gearbox 8.8* 5.2* 6.5* 150*

1.2L PureTech 130 S&S BVM6 6* 4.1* 4.8* 110*

1.6L BlueHDi 75 BVM5 4.4* 3.3* 3.7* 97*

1.6L BlueHDi 100 BVM5 4.4* 3.3* 3.7* 97*

1.6L eHDi 90 BVM5 4.7* 3.6* 4.0* 103*

1.6L eHDi 90 S&S (2) ETG6 4.1** 3.6** 3.8** 98**

1.6L BlueHDi 100 S&S BC BVM5 3.8** 3.3** 3.5** 90**

1.6 BlueHDi 100 S&S BC ETG6 4.1** 3.3** 3.6** 95**

1.6L BlueHDi 120 S&S BVM6 4.3* 3.3* 3.7* 96*

PEUGEOT offers an extensive range of low-emission vehicles;
more than half its worldwide sales are vehicles emitting less than
140g of CO2 per km (according to EU acceptance). This
performance is down to tried-and-tested technologies for which
PEUGEOT is one of the pioneers: the diesel engine combined with
the particulate filter (launched in 2000) – present on a wide range
and fitted to more than 2.1 million vehicles.

The most effective and most economical pollution control
technology on the market, with combined-cycle fuel consumption
from 3.5 l/100 km (according to EU acceptance).
Efficient technologies are available on the new PEUGEOT 2008,
including five 1.6-litre BlueHDi Euro 6 Diesel engines. Exclusively
combining SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) and the additivated
DPF (Diesel Particulate Filter), BlueHDi technology drastically
reduces consumption, NOx (nitrogen oxides) emissions – by up to
90% -, and minimises CO2 to 90 g/km*.

* On low-consumption versions. According to EU acceptance.

Economical petrol engines with combined-cycle consumption all
under 5 l/100 km (according to EU acceptance).

The new PEUGEOT 2008 offers a range of PureTech 3-cylinder
petrol engines guaranteeing performance and economy during
use. These lighter, more compact engines are more efficient.
Compared with a similar 4-cylinder engine, the naturally-
aspirated version is 21 kg lighter and the turbo-charged version 
12 kg lighter.

It also owes its high-level performance to optimised combustion
and limited friction. Despite offering remarkable performance,
these engines are also very economical. They enable a reduction
of up to 25% of consumption and CO2 emissions compared to a 
4-cylinder engine of the same power.

 * With very low resistance tyres.
** With ultra low resistance tyres.

(1) According to 99/100/EC directives. - EU acceptance.
(2) Ending in October 2016.

BVM5 : 5-speed manual gearbox.
BVM6 : 6-speed manual gearbox.
ETG5 : 5-speed electronically-control manual gearbox.
EAT6 : 6-speed electronically-control manual gearbox.
S&S : Stop & Start.



COLOURS*

Opaque paints

Bianca White Hurricane Grey

Perla Nera Black

Platinum Grey

Emerald Crystal

Cumulus Grey

Spirit Grey

Pearlescent White

Coloured varnish paint
Ultimate Red

Metallic paints

Pearlescent paint

* Shades available depending on version/trim and destination.



TRIMS* * Trims available depending on version/trim and destination.
(1) Leather and other materials. *For details about the leather, please refer to the technical
specifications available from the point of sale or on www.peugeot.com.
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WHEEL RIMS*

SILICE 16" steel hubcapIODE 15" steel hubcap STRONTIUM 16" steel hubcap HYDRE 16” alloy wheel – 
Glossy Dilium Grey

ERIDAN 17” alloy wheel – 
Glossy Anthra Grey, diamond-cut

AQUILLA 16” alloy wheel – 
Glossy Storm Grey, diamond-cut

ERIDAN 17” alloy wheel – 
Glossy Black, diamond-cut

ERIDAN 17”
alloy wheel – Full Black**

* Wheels available depending on version/engines,
shades and destination.
**GT Line only


